
MIKE AND MARIJKE’S PLAN FOR EXCELLENCE IN TOGETHERNESS (AND BEYOND)

This agreement concerns the romantic relationship between Marijke Jean Dixon and Kenneth Michael 
Merrill. This agreement, as a revision and update to the previous Relationship Contract, expires on June 
19th, 2015.

Ratification of this document by K5M Shareholders will serve as an amendment to any previous 
shareholder agreements. The couple sets forth the terms of the relationship as follows:

SECTION I: Creating a Shared Vision of the Future

1.1 The Couple will at all times faithfully, industriously, and to the best of their skill, ability, 
experience and talents, perform all of the duties required as an active participant in the Relationship.

1.2 The Couple will actively refine and discuss goals for themselves as individuals and goals as a 
couple on a regular basis. 

SECTION II: Romance

2.1 The couple will take into consideration the other party when making decisions about 
appearance, hygiene, behavior, and attitudes in order to maintain sexual attraction.

2.2 On a regular basis each party will make an effort to display their attraction and affection for 
the other.

SECTION III: Joint Pursuits

3.1 The couple will prioritize joint activities that bring mutual enjoyment.
3.2 The couple will maintain a regular regimen of romantic excursions (i.e. “dates”).

SECTION IV: Individual Pursuits

4.1 The couple acknowledges the importance of maintaining a distinct sense of self within the 
context of the relationship and will encourage the other to develop as an individual and pursue new 
friendships and activities, even if such changes are in direct contrast to aspects of the party the other 
perceives as defining of their person.

SECTION V: Domestic Matters

5.1 The responsibilities of cohabitation will be divided fairly between both parties. 
5.2 The couple, should they so choose, is granted permission to enter a legally binding 

relationship as defined by local, state, and federal law.

SECTION VI: Home Economics

6.1 The couple shall maintain a joint account for shared expenses.
6.2 The couple shall budget their spending in order to create a savings plan and work towards the 

future purchase of real estate.

SECTION VII: Accountability

7.1 Disputes that cannot be settled by the Couple will be settled by writing to Yours Truly’s 
ADVICE column.

7.2 As this revised document is presented in more general terms, it will be audited by a 
shareholder representative on a regular basis to ensure accountability and progress.


